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Although previous studies have emphasized the vulnerability of
the default mode network (DMN) in Alzheimer’s disease (AD), little
is known about the involvement of other functional networks and
their relationship to clinical phenotype. To test whether clinicoana-
tomic heterogeneity in AD is driven by the involvement of specific
networks, network connectivity was assessed in healthy subjects
by seeding regions commonly and specifically atrophied in three
clinical AD variants: early-onset AD (age at onset, <65 y; memory
and executive deficits), logopenic variant primary progressive
aphasia (language deficits), and posterior cortical atrophy (visuo-
spatial deficits). Four-millimeter seed regions of interest were used
to obtain intrinsic connectivity maps in 131 healthy controls (age,
65.5 ± 3.5 y). Atrophy patterns in independent cohorts of AD var-
iant patients and their correspondence to connectivity networks in
controls were also assessed. The connectivity maps of commonly
atrophied regions of interest support posterior DMN and precu-
neus network involvement across AD variants, whereas seeding
regions specifically atrophied in each AD variant revealed distinct,
syndrome-specific connectivity patterns. Goodness-of-fit analysis
of each connectivity map with network templates showed the
highest correspondence between the early-onset AD seed connec-
tivity map and anterior salience and right executive-control net-
works, the logopenic aphasia seed connectivity map and the
language network, and the posterior cortical atrophy seed connec-
tivity map and the higher visual network. Connectivity maps de-
rived from controls matched regions commonly and specifically
atrophied in the patients. Our findings indicate that the posterior
DMN and precuneus network are commonly affected in AD var-
iants, whereas syndrome-specific neurodegenerative patterns are
driven by the involvement of specific networks outside the DMN.

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a progressive neurodegenerative
disorder characterized by extracellular accumulation of am-

yloid plaques, intracellular neurofibrillary tangles, and neuronal
loss (1). Although most patients present with memory deficits,
a significant minority of patients with AD present with non-
amnestic syndromes (2, 3). Patients with nonfamilial early-onset
AD (EOAD, defined as onset <65 y in most studies) often show
heterogeneous cognitive deficits, including impairment in atten-
tion and executive functions (4, 5). Focal syndromes such as pos-
terior cortical atrophy (PCA, characterized by predominant
visuospatial and visuoperceptual deficits; ref. 6) and the logopenic
variant of primary progressive aphasia [lvPPA, a progressive dis-
order of language (7, 8)] are also most commonly caused by AD
pathology. It has been suggested that up to 15% of patients with
AD seen in dementia centers have nonamnestic presentations (2),
and the importance of these syndromes is reflected in their in-
clusion in new diagnostic guidelines for AD (9, 10). The factors
driving the clinicoanatomical heterogeneity in AD are not well
understood. One possible mechanism that could explain the spe-
cific involvement of different brain regions in AD variants is the
spread of disease via distinct functional networks.

Recent advances in functional neuroimaging have provided
important insights into the dysfunction of large-scale neural net-
works in neurodegenerative diseases. Studies using task-free
(resting-state) functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
data have shown that correlated spontaneous activity occurs be-
tween functionally related brain regions (11, 12). Disease-specific
atrophy patterns have been shown to closely match intrinsic con-
nectivity maps in cognitively normal individuals, suggesting that
neurodegenerative disorders target specific functional networks in
the human brain (13, 14). This observation is consistent with in
vitro and in vivo studies in animal models showing that disease-
associated protein aggregates spread via interconnected neural
networks (15–17). Functional connectivity studies have further
provided evidence for a core network, commonly referred to as
the default mode network (DMN), that is particularly vulnerable
and affected in AD (18, 19). Changes in DMN connectivity are
detected even in the preclinical stages of AD (20, 21) and distin-
guish AD from other neurodegenerative diseases (22). Although
the behavioral correlates of the DMN remain to be characterized
in more detail, it has been hypothesized that the DMN plays
a role in attending to both internally and externally generated
environmental stimuli (23, 24). The DMN has been further di-
vided into two to three functional subnetworks: a ventral compo-
nent (including retrosplenial cortex and medial temporal lobe)
and a dorsal component that can be further divided into anterior
(prefrontal-predominant) and posterior (parietal-predominant)
modules (25).
Little is currently known about the dysfunction of the DMN

and other networks in atypical clinical variants of AD. A recent
positron emission tomography (PET) study showed that patterns
of glucose hypometabolism in EOAD, lvPPA, and PCA matched
the network templates of executive-control, language, and visual
networks, respectively (26), suggesting that the clinical phenotype
in AD may be driven by the relative involvement of functional
networks outside the DMN. Structural MRI studies, in contrast,
have shown that patterns of neurodegeneration converge in the
DMN in different variants of AD (27, 28), suggesting that the
DMN may represent a core network that is commonly affected
across AD variants. These data are consistent with a model in
which AD pathology spreads from the DMN to closely inter-
connected posterior networks, including those involved in visuo-
spatial, language, and executive function, or conversely, that
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neurodegeneration in AD begins in more peripheral networks in
clinical variants of AD and converges in the DMN across variants.
In this study, we aimed to assess intrinsic connectivity networks

in the healthy brain by seeding regions of interest (ROIs) dem-
onstrated in a previous study to be either commonly or specifically
atrophied in three AD variants: EOAD, lvPPA, and PCA. These
variants, although less common than typical late-onset amnestic
AD, were selected to maximize the heterogeneity of clinical phe-
notype and degenerative pattern. We hypothesized that seeding
regions commonly atrophied in AD variants (i.e., peak atrophy
voxels across all syndromes compared with controls) will produce
similar network maps in healthy controls and may point toward
functional networks commonly affected in all three AD variants.
In contrast, seeding regions specifically atrophied in AD variants
(i.e., peak atrophy voxels in each syndrome compared with the
other two) will produce distinct network connectivity maps in
the healthy brain and may point to networks that are specifically
affected in the different variants. To assess the overlap of the
resulting connectivity maps with published network templates,
a goodness-of-fit analysis was conducted, testing each connectivity
map against a set of 15 functional network templates (refs. 25 and
29 and http://findlab.stanford.edu/functional_ROIs.html). To as-
certain the relevance of the connectivity patterns detected in
controls to disease, we compared the connectivity patterns from
common and syndrome-specific ROIs to regions commonly and
specifically atrophied in an independent sample of patients with
the three AD variants, as assessed using voxel-basedmorphometry
(VBM). A flowchart summarizing the experimental procedures
conducted in this study is presented in Fig. S1.

Results
Network Connectivity Maps. Commonly atrophied regions. Peak atro-
phy voxels found in all three AD variants compared with controls
(identified in a previous VBM study, ref. 28) included the left
inferior parietal lobule, left posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), and
left precuneus (Fig. S2). As shown in Fig. 1, intrinsic connectivity
maps produced by seeding these three ROIs in 131 healthy indi-
viduals are very similar. Maps of all three seeds include lateral
parietal (in particular angular gyrus) and medial parietal (pre-
cuneus) regions, posterior cingulate cortex, and dorsolateral pre-
frontal regions. The inferior parietal and PCC ROI connectivity
maps also showed involvement of large parts of the brainstem
and cerebellum, as well as thalamus and striatum. The goodness-
of-fit (GOF) analysis revealed that the inferior parietal seed

connectivity map fit best with the left executive-control network
(GOF, 13.37; see Table S1 for complete overview of GOF results),
closely followed by the posterior DMN (GOF, 12.48); the con-
nectivity map of the PCC seed fit best with the precuneus network
(GOF, 11.75), again closely followed by the posterior DMN
(GOF, 10.48); and the precuneus seed connectivity map fit best
with the posterior DMN (GOF, 12.76), followed by the precuneus
network template (GOF, 10.57). It is noteworthy that the GOF
scores between the first and second fits were very similar. There
was 41% overlap between any two maps and a 14% overlap of all
three maps (Fig. 1). All three maps overlapped in bilateral angular
gyrus, precuneus, PCC, and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. These
regions of overlap between the three connectivity maps showed
the highest GOF index with the posterior DMN template (GOF,
27.11), closely followed by the precuneus network (GOF, 21.12).
Specifically atrophied regions. Peak atrophy voxels identified on
VBM in the distinct AD variants (each variant compared with the
other two) were the right middle frontal gyrus in EOAD, left su-
perior temporal sulcus in lvPPA, and right middle occipital gyrus
in PCA (Fig. S2). Seeding these three seed ROIs in healthy indi-
viduals produced distinct connectivity maps that demonstrated
remarkable overlap with networks associated with the predominant
cognitive deficits seen in each syndrome.
The network connectivity map produced by seeding the EOAD

seed ROI included mainly bilateral (right more than left) dorso-
lateral prefrontal cortex, frontal pole, anterior insula, anterior
cingulate, and inferior and superior parietal lobe (Fig. 2). The
GOF analysis revealed two strong fits: the highest fit was found
with the anterior salience network, and the second-best fit was
found with the right executive-control network, with only a small
difference in GOF scores between both fits (GOF, 6.73 and 6.43,
respectively). Reviewing the overlap of the EOAD seed ROI
connectivity map with the network templates (Fig. 3) revealed that
the fit with the anterior salience network is particularly strong in
the left hemisphere, whereas the connectivity patterns in the right
hemisphere overlap better with the right executive-control net-
work. Indeed, splitting the EOAD seed ROI correlation map into
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Fig. 1. Task-free intrinsic connectivity network maps in healthy individuals
produced by seeding three regions that were commonly atrophied in AD
variants, as well as the overlap of the three connectivity maps. Shown are
statistical P maps after correction for multiple comparisons (FWE, P < 0.05).
Bottom panel also shows the overlap of each connectivity map as well as the
overlap region between the three maps with the best-fitting network
templates, as revealed by GOF analysis.
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Fig. 2. Task-free intrinsic connectivity network maps in healthy individuals
produced by seeding three regions that were specifically atrophied in AD
variants. Shown are statistical P maps after correction for multiple compar-
isons (FWE, P < 0.05).
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left- and right-hemisphere components confirmed that the highest
fit for the right-sided connectivity patterns is with the right exec-
utive-control network, and the best fit for the left hemisphere map
is with the anterior salience network.
The network connectivity map of the lvPPA seed ROI involved

bilateral (left more than right) middle and superior temporal gyri
and the inferior parietal lobule, with some involvement of left
inferior and middle frontal gyri (Fig. 2). TheGOF analysis showed
the highest fit with the language network template (GOF, 7.94,
Fig. 3), whereas the second-best fit (with the higher visual net-
work) was much weaker (GOF, 3.54). The network connectivity
map produced by the PCA seed ROI involved mainly bilateral
lateral and medial occipital lobe regions, extending anteriorly into
the fusiform gyrus and the superior parietal lobe (Fig. 2). The
GOF analysis revealed the best fit with the higher visual network
(GOF, 13.26, Fig. 3), and the second-best fit with the primary vi-
sual network (GOF, 6.13). The overlap map showed that there was
very little overlap between the three connectivity maps, with 3%
overlap of any two maps and no regions in which all three maps
overlapped (Fig. 2).

Atrophy Patterns.Regions atrophied in each AD variant compared
with controls are shown in Fig. 4. EOAD patients showed gray
matter atrophy bilaterally in the precuneus, posterior parietal
lobe, posterior cingulate gyrus, middle and superior temporal gy-
rus, medial temporal lobe structures including the hippocampus,
superior frontal gyrus, and thalamus. In contrast, patients with
lvPPA showed asymmetric (L > R) atrophy in lateral temporal
regions (inferior, middle, and superior), as well as posterior pari-
etal and lateral occipital lobes. Patients with PCA showed pre-
dominant posterior involvement, with atrophy bilaterally in the
occipital and posterior parietal lobes, precuneus, posterior cin-
gulate gyrus, and inferior and middle temporal gyrus. There was
50% overlap between any two maps, and 17% where all three

comparisons overlapped, which included the posterior parietal
lobe and inferior and middle temporal gyrus. The overlap in
posterior brain regions matches the posterior involvement of the
connectivity maps for the commonly atrophied ROIs (Fig. 1).
Regions that were specifically atrophied in EOAD compared

with the other two variants were the bilateral orbitofrontal and
superior frontal gyrus, left precuneus, and right medial temporal
lobe (Fig. 4). In contrast, patients with lvPPA were specifically
atrophied in left superior andmiddle temporal gyrus, as well as the
left temporal pole. Patients with PCA were specifically atrophied
in bilateral occipital lobe regions, as well as superior parietal lobe
and precuneus. The involvement of frontal regions in EOAD, left
temporoparietal regions in lvPPA, and bilateral occipitoparietal
regions in PCA overlap with the same regions in the respective
network connectivity maps in the healthy controls (Fig. 2).

Discussion
In this study, we assessed intrinsic connectivity networks in the
healthy brain by seeding regions that were commonly and specif-
ically atrophied in different clinical variants of AD: an amnestic/
dysexecutive variant (EOAD), a language variant (lvPPA), and
a visual variant (PCA).We hypothesized that seeding the common
ROIs in healthy controls would reveal core networks affected in
AD regardless of clinical presentation, whereas seeding regions
that are distinctly atrophied in EOAD, lvPPA, and PCA would
identify networks that are uniquely affected in each syndrome and
correspond to the clinical deficits. We further hypothesized that
the networks extracted from the common ROIs in controls would
overlap with regions of common atrophy across AD variants,
whereas networks extracted from syndrome-specific ROIs would
correspond with variant-specific atrophy in patients. Interestingly,
the connectivity maps derived from commonly atrophied regions
point to a strong involvement of the posterior DMN and the
precuneus network. The individual connectivity maps produced by
commonly affected seed ROIs as well as the overlap region be-
tween the three maps showed strong fits with the posterior default
mode/precuneus networks, suggesting that these networks may be
commonly affected across different AD variants. These regions
greatly overlap with regions atrophied in all three AD variants
compared with controls in our VBM analysis. In striking contrast,
seeding regions specifically atrophied in different AD variants
produced distinct and syndrome-specific connectivity maps that
matched the clinical phenotypes and showed little overlap with
one another. These connectivity maps, however, greatly over-
lapped with regions specifically atrophied in each variant, as shown
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Fig. 3. Overlap of seed-based connectivity networks of specifically atro-
phied ROIs with best-fitting functional network templates. The EOAD seed
connectivity map showed two strong fits: the anterior salience network
showed the best fit with the left hemisphere connectivity map, and the right
executive-control network showed the best fit with the right connectivity
map. The lvPPA seed and PCA seed connectivity maps showed the best fit
with the language and higher visual networks, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Patterns of gray matter atrophy in each patient group compared with
controls (Left, false discovery rate-corrected P < 0.05), and specifically in each
patient group compared with the other two (Right, uncorrected P < 0.01).
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in the VBM analysis. It should be noted that as the coordinates for
the seed ROIs were derived by comparing each syndrome with the
other two, the regions involved represent those affected specifi-
cally in each variant, and not necessarily those most involved in
each variant compared with controls. Together, our findings in-
dicate that the posterior DMN and the precuneus network are
core networks commonly affected in AD variants, whereas syn-
drome-specific patterns of neurodegeneration in AD variants are
driven by the involvement of specific functional networks outside
the DMN.
Several mechanisms have been postulated to explain the vul-

nerability of the DMN in AD. Neural activity enhances amyloid-
beta (Aβ) production and aggregation (30, 31), which may explain
the preferential and early deposition of amyloid in highly inter-
connected neocortical hubs, many of which are contained in the
DMN (32–34). It has also been suggested that the DMN may be
more vulnerable to the neurotoxic effects of Aβ because of high
metabolic stress (18, 34, 35). Metabolic stress in the DMN has
been related to its high interconnectivity and frequent fluctua-
tions between activated and deactivated states (18, 34). The DMN
has also been shown to heavily rely on aerobic glycolysis (i.e.,
glucose use in excess of that used for oxidative phosphorylation),
even more than other brain regions that also show high levels of
energy consumption (e.g., visual cortex) (36, 37). Neurons from
PCC within the DMN show reduced mitochondrial activity in
young adults carrying the apolipoprotein E4 gene, reflected by
lower mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase activity (38) and lower
expression of genes that encode subunits of the mitochondrial
electron transport chain in AD compared with controls (35). The
DMN may therefore represent a network in which amyloid de-
position converges with metabolic vulnerability, rendering it sus-
ceptible to early neurodegeneration in AD.
Our data support a central role of the DMN in AD, and in

particular, the posterior (parietal-predominant) part, independent
of clinical phenotype. The posterior-predominant involvement of
the DMN in AD is consistent with a recent functional connectivity
study that investigated the modulation of three default mode
subnetworks (ventral, anterior, and posterior) in AD (25), showing
decreased connectivity in the posterior DMN and increased con-
nectivity in the anterior and ventral DMN in the early symptomatic
disease stage. Our data further showed a strong involvement of the
precuneus network across AD variants. The precuneus network
template partially overlapped the posteriorDMN template (20%),
whichmay partly explain the strong association of both networks in
the GOF analysis. The precuneus (in particular the ventral pre-
cuneus) has been described as one of the most strongly inter-
connected hubs within the DMN (39) and is activated by a wide
spectrum of highly integrative tasks, including visuospatial imagery,
episodic memory retrieval, and self-processing operations (40).
Although our data indicate a strong involvement of the poste-

rior DMN and the precuneus network in all three AD variants, the
inferior parietal ROI connectivity map also showed a strong fit
with the left executive-control network, illustrating the involve-
ment of DMN structures in other functional networks and po-
tentially demonstrating how the DMN could serve as a portal for
disease spread into closely interconnected posterior brain regions.
Temporoparietal regions that form the core of the posterior DMN
are also included in the networks implicated in executive-control,
language, and higher-order visual function. The connectivity maps
derived from syndrome-specific ROIs in our study suggest that
spread of disease from the DMN into distinct posterior networks
may drive the clinical phenotype in AD. However, as discussed
later in this article, the direction of this spread remains the subject
of further investigation. An alternative and equally viable
interpretation of our data are that the disease starts in specific
“off-target” networks and converges in the posterior DMN.
The connectivity networks derived from common and syn-

drome-specific ROIs match well with, respectively, the common

and variant-specific atrophy patterns found in patients, supporting
the hypothesis that neurodegeneration in AD spreads via func-
tional networks. The networks detected from syndrome-specific
ROIs closely match the dominant phenotype of each variant. The
overlap between the EOAD ROI connectivity map and the ex-
ecutive-control network is consistent with the attention and ex-
ecutive deficits observed in EOAD compared with lvPPA and
PCA (41). The overlap between the language network and the
lvPPA ROI connectivity map is consistent with the dominant
language deficits seen in lvPPA (7). Similarly, the high corre-
spondence of the connectivity map produced by the PCA ROI
with the higher visual network is consistent with the visual in-
tegration deficits in PCA (6). Importantly, the connectivity data
presented here in normal controls converge with a recent PET
study in patients with AD that found that distinct patterns of
glucose hypometabolism in patients with EOAD, lvPPA, and PCA
overlapped with the same network templates (right executive-
control, language, and higher visual, respectively) (26).
However, it is also worth pointing out some discrepancies be-

tween patterns of functional connectivity and neurodegenerative
patterns, as illustrated by the strong involvement of the cerebel-
lum and brainstem in the common networks. Although these
regions are not typically atrophied in AD, there is a growing
number of studies that report pathological changes in these
regions (42–45). The cerebellum and brainstem are also strongly
connected to other cortical regions (46–48) and have been im-
plicated as part of several intrinsic networks (22, 49). It is also
worth noting that although connectivity studies capture regions
that are functionally connected, these may not necessarily overlap
with regions affected by neurodegeneration at a certain point in
the disease. Functional networks capture polysynaptic pathways,
which means that if a disease spreads contiguously from an epi-
center through a network, it may not involve the most distant
parts of that network until its later stages. Therefore, a region may
be included in a connectivity map because it is highly integrated
into a network, but it may not necessarily be affected by the dis-
ease yet. This may explain the strong involvement of the cere-
bellum and brainstem in the connectivity maps, even though these
regions do not show atrophy early in the course of AD.
Themechanisms by which AD spreads through neural networks

are not known. Previous studies from our group and others using
amyloid PET have shown that the distribution of fibrillar amyloid
in AD is largely overlapping and is indistinguishable across clinical
variants (26, 50–53). This raises the possibility that network-based
degeneration may be driven by other factors, such as oligomeric
Aβ (not imaged by current PET ligands) or neurofibrillary tangles.
Although speculative, the possibility of network-based spread of
neurofibrillary pathology is particularly compelling, given recent
evidence from in vitro assays and animal models that tau spreads
transsynaptically through neural circuits (16, 54). Autopsy studies
have further shown greater tangle but not amyloid pathology in
visual processing regions in PCA (55, 56) and in left-hemisphere
language regions in aphasic vs. amnestic AD (8, 57). However, it is
also worth pointing out that a brain region may show a loss of
function as a result of reduced input from a remote region that is
affected by the disease rather than a result of local pathology.
Future studies using emerging tau ligands (58) are needed to tease
apart these different processes and to evaluate in vivo the rela-
tionships between regional tau deposition, neurodegeneration,
and clinical phenotype.
To summarize, we propose the following speculative model to

explain network-based degeneration in AD (Fig. S3): Amyloid
may aggregate throughout highly interconnected cortical hub
regions in association neocortex, driven by high neural activity
(34), along with decreased clearance in predisposed individuals
(59), producing high local concentrations of Aβ. Possibly facilitated
byAβ (60), tau pathologymay develop in vulnerable networks, such
as the posterior DMN, and then spread transneuronally (15–17)
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into closely interconnected networks, including those involved in
visuospatial, language, and executive function. This may lead to
neurodegeneration in specific functional networks, resulting in
heterogeneous clinicoanatomical AD phenotypes. Although this
model explains both the central role of the DMN and the clin-
icoanatomical heterogeneity in AD, it should be noted that there
are currently limited data on the direction of the transneuronal
spread. In fact, the early clinical symptoms in each variant correlate
with functions subserved by the specifically involved networks
(executive dysfunction in EOAD, language in lvPPA, and visual
integration in PCA), rather than the commonly involved posterior
DMN, suggesting that AD pathology in each variant may begin in
the respective off-target network and later converge in the DMN.
Although a small number of studies have investigated cognitive and
structural changes over time in different AD variants (61–65), most
of them included patients that were relatively advanced, providing
limited information about the early stages of disease.
However, it is also possible that the posterior DMN is less

clinically eloquent than the off-target networks. The functional
role of the DMN is an area of active investigation. It appears to be
activated in a variety of tasks, such as internally focused tasks in-
cluding autobiographical memory retrieval, envisioning the future,
and conceiving the perspectives of others (11, 66). The implica-
tions of loss of function are less clear, as this region has not been
explored in traditional lesion studies. It may be that the posterior
DMN serves more of an integrative role and that loss of function is
not apparent as a specific clinical deficit. Furthermore, clinical
symptoms are a reflection not only of neurodegeneration but also
of cognitive reserve (relating to the ability of a person to com-
pensate for the loss of function in a particular region or network).
Individuals may be better able to compensate for posterior DMN
disruptions via engagement of other brain networks, whereas
disruptions to the off-target networks may lead to more recog-
nizable clinical symptoms. Further studies using longitudinal data
and milder cases are required to obtain a better understanding of
the origin and spread of pathological changes in AD variants.
Although the current study provides some insight into the in-

volvement of functional networks in AD variants, networks were
investigated in healthy individuals only. Further studies in AD
variants are required to assess intrinsic connectivity of different
networks in symptomatic patients. Studying network dysfunction
in patients may also provide important insights into the relation-
ship between neurodegeneration in functional networks and
the cognitive deficits seen in patients. Although the seed-based
method is a useful and reliable approach to extract networks,
the arbitrary choice of the size of the seed may bias connectivity
findings toward specific, smaller, or overlapping subsystems, rather
than larger, distinct network (67). Spatial normalization errors
may also have confounding effects on the data. Using other
approaches to assess intrinsic connectivity in the brain (such as
independent component analysis or graph theory) may provide
additional insights into network dysfunction in AD variants. Al-
though the seeds were selected based on peak coordinates from
a single study assessing common and distinct gray matter atrophy
across AD variants, the representative atrophy patterns are con-
sistent with the current, independent VBM study, as well as studies
from other centers (68–70). Because the study by Migliaccio et al.
[from which the seed ROI coordinates were obtained (28)] did not
include a late-onset AD group, our analysis was restricted to early-
onset variants. Further studies are needed to assess network
involvement in themore typical late-onset amnestic AD phenotype.
Finally, although network connectivity represents a plausible

mechanism of how heterogeneity emerges in AD, perhaps the
more intriguing question is why heterogeneity emerges (i.e., what
are the specific genetic, developmental, and environmental risk
factors that determine whether an individual with AD develops
an amnestic, dysexecutive, language, or visuospatial phenotype?).
Future studies addressing these questions may yield novel insights

into the mechanisms of this clinically diverse but uniformly dev-
astating disease.

Methods
Subjects. Subjects were selected from the University of California, San
Francisco (UCSF), Memory and Aging Center database. All subjects or their
assigned surrogate decision-makers provided informed consent, and the
study was approved by the UCSF Institutional Review Board for Human
Research. Details on inclusion criteria and subject characteristics are pro-
vided in SI Methods.
Healthy control cohort for connectivity analysis. The study included 131 healthy
control participants. Subject demographics were as follows: age, 65.5 ± 3.5 y;
37% men; education, 17.4 ± 1.9 y; Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE),
29.5 ± 0.6; and 30% ApoE e4 carriers.
AD cohort for VBM analysis. A total of 74 patientswithAD (age, 61.7± 6.3 y; 49%
men; education, 15.8 ± 2.7 y; MMSE, 21.3 ± 6.3, Table S2) were included in this
analysis, consisting of 36 patients with EOAD, 18 with lvPPA, and 20 with PCA.

Image Analysis: Functional Connectivity Data. Functional images were ac-
quired on a 3-T Siemens MRI scanner at the Neuroscience Imaging Center,
UCSF. Details on image acquisition parameters and preprocessing are pro-
vided in SI Methods.
Seed-based analysis. Seed ROIs were based on peak atrophy voxels defined in
a previous VBM study that identified patterns of atrophy in EOAD, lvPPA, and
PCA (28). No patient in that study had a family history suggestive of auto-
somal dominant AD. The three commonly atrophied regions (peak atrophy
voxels across all three variants compared with controls) were the left inferior
parietal lobule [Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates, −51 −58
37], left precuneus (MNI coordinates, −2 −60 44), and left PCC (MNI coor-
dinates, −2 −33 28). Specifically atrophied regions (peak atrophy in each
syndrome compared with the other two) were the right middle frontal gyrus
in EOAD (MNI coordinates, 40 42 30), left superior temporal sulcus in lvPPA
(MNI coordinates, −56 −40 1), and right middle occipital gyrus in PCA (MNI
coordinates, 39 −88 10).

ROIs were created by drawing 4-mm spheres around these peak atrophy
voxels (Fig. S2). The average time series from each ROI was then used as
a covariate of interest in a whole-brain regression analysis. The voxel-wise z-
scores in the resulting subject-level intrinsic connectivity maps describes the
correlation between each voxel’s spontaneous blood-oxygen-level-dependent
signal time series and the average time series of all voxels within the seed
ROI. Connectivity maps were derived from each ROI in each individual and
entered into second-level, random effects analyses to derive group-level
connectivity maps for each ROI, correcting for age and sex, performed by the
FSL randomize program (5,000 random permutations). Connectivity maps are
shown as P maps after correction for multiple comparisons [family-wise error
(FWE), P < 0.05]. Overlap maps were created between the three specifically
atrophied seed ROI connectivity maps and the three commonly atrophied seed
ROI connectivity maps, with each map thresholded at FWE P < 0.05.
Goodness-of-fit. GOF analysis was used to assess correspondence between
network connectivity maps and a set of 15 functional network templates (29).
See SI Methods for more details.

Image Analysis: VBM in Patients with AD. T1-weighted scans were acquired on
a 3-T Siemens MRI scanner and 1.5-T Magnetom VISION scanner. VBM was
performed using Statistical Parametric Mapping, version 8 (Wellcome Trust
Centre for Neuroimaging). Details on the VBM processing are provided in SI
Methods. A general linear model was used to assess group differences in
gray matter volume. The model included diagnosis (controls, EOAD, lvPPA,
PCA) as the condition, and age, sex, total intracranial volume, and scanner as
covariates, with additional correction for MMSE for the between-patient
group comparisons. Pairwise contrasts were performed among the four
groups. Resulting T-maps are displayed on an MNI template brain corrected
for multiple comparisons using a false discovery rate correction at P < 0.05
for the control vs. patient group comparisons, and at uncorrected thresholds
at P < 0.01 for the comparison of each patient group with the other two.
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